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Abstract—Packet classification is one of the core components
in Software Defined Network (SDN) systems, e.g., Open vSwitch.
However, the current packet classification algorithm Tuple Space
Search (TSS), which is implemented in SDN systems, has low
lookup speed and can be attacked. Although some algorithms
that support incremental updates are proposed to improve the
lookup speed, e.g., TupleMerge and PartitionSort, but are not
general and scalable to apply in SDN systems and replace TSS. In
this paper, we propose a general, scalable, and high-performance
packet classification algorithm MultilayerTuple. MultilayerTuple
reduces the number of tuples by splitting the prefix lengths
of rules into ranges in each layer, then creates the next layer
to replace the long rule chain recursively. The experimental
results demonstrate that compared to TSS, TupleMerge, and
PartitionSort, MultilayerTuple achieves 21.8x, 2.1x, 2.2x lookup
speed and 2.3x, 12.3x, 8.5x update speed. Furthermore, we
have implemented MultilayerTuple in the OpenFlow table and
MegaFlow cache of Open vSwitch, and it achieves 16.0x and 10.2x
lookup speed than TSS. Especially when TSE attack happens,
MultilayerTuple can effectively defend against it.
Index Terms—packet classification, Software Defined Network,
Open vSwitch

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software Defined Network (SDN) [1] systems, e.g., Open
vSwitch [2], are the core components for network functions.
Compared to hardware devices, SDN systems are flexible
and scalable for complex applications, and convenient to
implement new technologies. However, packet classification is
the bottleneck of performance all the time. The current packet
classification algorithm TSS [3] in these systems not only
performs low lookup speed but also can be attacked. Therefore,
it is important to implement a general, scalable, and highperformance packet classification algorithm to replace TSS in
these systems.
Although a lot of algorithms have been proposed to improve
the lookup speed for packet classification, none is general
and scalable to replace TSS in SDN systems. The decisiontree-based methods such as SmartSplit [4], ByteCuts [5] and
NeuroCuts [6] focus on high lookup speed, but can not
support incremental updates. Recently, TupleMerge [7], [8]
and PartitionSort [9] attempt to speed up the lookup with
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incremental updates. However, TupleMerge only reduces the
prefix lengths of the source and destination IP addresses by the
authors’ experience, and PartitionSort requires determining the
order of fields at first and then implementing the complex tree
structure. Therefore, both TupleMerge and PartitionSort are
not general and scalable to replace TSS. Furthermore, attackers
can generate specific rules and packets to attack TSS easily.
To improve the performance and defend against the attack,
we propose a general, scalable, and high-performance packet
classification algorithm MultilayerTuple, which can replace
TSS in systems.
The packet classification mainly involves rule matching,
where a rule is generally described with d fields f1 , f2 , ..., fd .
Each field fi in a rule corresponds to a range [li , ri ]. In a
typical packet classification problem, the rule has five fields,
containing the source IP address, the destination IP address,
the source port, the destination port, and the protocol. To
perform classification, the d-field packet (p1 , p2 , ..., pd ) from a
packet header is first parsed. A packet is considered to match
a rule if it matches all fields of the rule. If a packet can
match multiple rules, the one with the highest priority will
be selected.
To achieve high lookup speed, MultilayerTuple divides rules
into fewer tuples with prefix lengths in ranges. For 32-bits
IP address, MultilayerTuple splits the prefix lengths of rules
into three ranges 32-32, 16-31, and 0-15. In each tuple, the
prefix of a rule is reduced to the shortest prefix length in
range, and the reduced prefix is used as the key in the hash
table. Although the number of tuples is reduced, rules with
the same reduced prefix will be stored in a rule chain. To
replace the long rule chain, MultilayerTuple creates the next
layer structure and further splits the prefix lengths into two
ranges, e.g., splits 16-31 into 24-31 and 16-23. With fewer
tuple and rule accesses, MultilayerTuple has a higher lookup
speed than TSS, PartitionSort, and TupleMerge. Furthermore,
MultilayerTuple can also perform higher speed updates.
With generality for different field lengths and scalability
for multiple fields, MultilayerTuple can replace TSS in the
OpenFlow table and MegaFlow cache of Open vSwitch.
Furthermore, with few rules and packets, TSE attack [10]

generates a large number of tuples to slow down the lookup
speed in the MegaFlow cache of OVS. However, by implementing MultilayerTuple in Megaflow cache, the tuple
access number for a packet is restricted within 129. Therefore,
MultilayerTuple can defend against TSE attack effectively.
Our experimental results demonstrate that MultilayerTuple achieves higher performance than previous methods that
support incremental updates. Compared to TSS, TupleMerge,
and PartitionSort, MultilayerTuple achieves 21.8x, 2.1x, 2.2x
lookup speed and 2.3x, 12.3x, 8.5x update speed. Furthermore,
we implement MultilayerTuple in the OpenFlow table and
MegaFlow cache of OVS, it not only performs 16.0x and 10.2x
lookup speed but also effectively defends against TSE attack.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing representative packet classification algorithms can
be divided into three categories. The first category is the
hardware-based methods where the lookup is performed
through additional hardware, but is expensive and inflexible.
The second category is the decision-tree-based methods that
only focus on high lookup speed, but are hard to perform
incremental updates. The algorithms in the third category
support incremental updates, including TSS, TupleMerge, and
PartitionSort, but have low lookup speeds and only TSS can
apply in SDN systems. Our proposed MultilayerTuple falls
into the third category. It not only achieves high lookup speed
but also has generality and scalability to apply in systems.
The hardware-based methods: Ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) is a hardware device. It is mainly used
to quickly find ACLs, routers, and other entries. TCAM has
been used for packet classification [11]–[14] to improve the
lookup speed, but its memory size is too small to store a
large number of rules. In addition, TCAM can not support
incremental updates. Some FPGA methods [15], [16] and
GPU methods [17]–[19] have the same problems. Furthermore,
hardware methods increase the costs of hardware and energy.
Therefore, these algorithms are difficult to apply in the SDN
environment where rules need to be flexibly updated.
The decision-tree-based methods: Some decision-treebased methods such as HiCuts [20], HyperCuts [21], HyperSplit [22], Efficuts [23], SmartSplit [4], BitCuts [24], CutSplit
[25], ByteCuts [5], and NeuroCuts [6] use one or more decision trees to build data structure. Each node in the decision tree
represents a range of five fields and stores the rules that overlap
with the node ranges. The node splits the range into multiple
intervals to form children nodes and allocates rules to the
children nodes. The rule that overlaps with multiple nodes will
be copied multiple times, which could lead to the explosion
of memory consumption in decision-tree-based methods. The
state-of-art decision-tree-based method, ByteCuts, uses byte
extraction to split rules, which achieves the highest lookup
speed and small memory cost. However, the splitting scheme
of these methods depends on the rule set at the building time. If
the rules are constantly updated, the previous splitting scheme
could be inappropriate, which can further affect the lookup

speed and the memory cost. Therefore, these decision-treebased methods are not suitable for incremental updates.
TSS: Tuple Space Search (TSS) [3] divides rules into
multiple tuples according to the combination of prefix lengths.
The lookup speed of TSS is quite slow because the lookup
operation requires traversing a large number of tuples to look
for the rule with the highest priority. However, TSS has a
high update speed, the prefix lengths of rule can be applied
to quickly find the corresponding tuple. Furthermore, TSS has
generality for different field lengths and scalability for multiple
fields, thus TSS is implemented in SDN systems currently.
TupleMerge: TupleMerge [7], [8] improves upon TSS by
reducing the prefix lengths of rule, and the prefix lengths of
a tuple are decided by the first inserted rule. Each tuple can
store the rules with longer prefix lengths and restricts the rulechain length within 10. If a rule can not be inserted into any
current tuple, it will build a new tuple. TupleMerge reduces
the number of tuples for higher lookup speed. However, its
update operation requires traversing the tuples rather than
quickly finding a tuple, thus its update speed is slower than
TSS. Furthermore, TupleMerge only reduces the source and
destination IP addresses by the authors’ experience, which is
difficult to apply in multiple fields with different lengths.
PartitionSort: PartitionSort [9] classifies a packet based on
binary search tree. It splits the rules into multiple parts, each
containing sortable rules and the sorting orders of five fields in
these parts can be different. Each part exploits a binary search
tree to store sortable rules, and the complexity of lookup and
update operation in a tree is O (logN ), where N is the number
of rules in this tree. With fewer trees, its lookup speed is
faster than TSS. However, its update speed is slower than TSS
with the need for traversing binary search trees. Furthermore,
PartitionSort requires determining the order of fields at first
and then implementing the complex tree structure. Therefore,
PartitionSort is hard to apply in SDN systems.
III. M ULTILAYER T UPLE S EARCH
The classification algorithms that support updates usually
split rules into multiple parts, and each part that uses a hash
table is called a tuple. The lookup process requires traversing
tuples to look for the matching rule with the highest priority.
Tuple Space Search (TSS) creates tuples according to the
prefix lengths of rules, thus has a large number of tuples
and low lookup speed. Therefore, we first split prefix lengths
into three ranges to reduce the number of tuples. Second,
we create the next layer for the long rule chain with the
same reduced prefix. Third, to demonstrate its generality and
scalability, we extend MultilayerTuple to multiple fields with
different prefix lengths. At last, we explain the lookup process
of MultilayerTuple.
A. Prefix Length Ranges
Existing algorithms divide rules into different tuples according to the prefix lengths. Each tuple in Tuple Space Search
(TSS) corresponds to the different prefix lengths. For the classic five fields classification problem (32-bits source/destination

TABLE I
T HE RULE SET
Rule
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

IP address
11111111
11110000
0000111*
000010*
000001*
00000*
1111*
1*

Prefix length
8
8
7
6
6
5
4
1

Priority
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

IP addresses, 16-bits source/destination ports, and 8-bits protocol with full or exact matching), TSS has up to 33 ∗ 33 ∗ 17 ∗
17 ∗ 2 ≈ 629K tuples. Because the lookup process requires
traversing a large number of tuples, the lookup speed of TSS
is quite slow.
Based on TSS, TupleMerge combines tuples with different
prefix lengths by omitting bits. However, the scheme of
TupleMerge is defective. First, the reduced prefix length of
IP address is according to the authors’ experience without
any proof. When the new distribution of rules appears, the
performance of TupleMerge may not be efficient. Second, if
TupleMerge forms a long rule chain with the same reduced
prefix, it will create a new tuple by the split scheme, which
increases the number of tuples. Third, the update process
requires traversing tuples to find the first tuple that can be
inserted. It not only reduces the update speed but also disorders
the rules in tuples. As a result, the lookup speed of TupleMerge
is limited with many tuples and disordered rules. Even though
the lookup speed of TupleMerge is faster than TSS, there are
problems with its scheme to reduce the prefix lengths of rules.
Assuming the length of IP address is 8 bits, Table. I shows
the rules that contain prefix IP addresses and priorities. The
rule set contains 6 different prefix lengths {8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 1},
thus TSS creates 6 tuples to store these rules. To reduce the
number of tuples for higher lookup speed, MultilayerTuple
splits prefix lengths into three ranges. As shown in Fig. 1, for
8-bits IP, the prefix lengths are split into three ranges 8-8, 4-7,
and 0-3. Therefore, the rules with prefix length 8-8, 4-7, and
0-3 will be stored in Tuple1, Tuple2, and Tuple3 respectively,
and the number of tuples in MultilayerTuple is up to three.
In each tuple, the prefixes of rules are reduced to the shortest
prefix length, and the reduced prefixes are used as the key
in the hash table. The rules with the same reduced prefix are
stored in a Group. For example, because the IP address of R3
is 0000111* and the shortest prefix length of Tuple2 is 4, the
reduced prefix of R3 is 0000*. And the reduced prefixes of
R4, R5, and R6 are also 0000*, thus R3, R4, R5, and R6 are
stored as a rule chain in Group3.
The lookup process for a packet in Fig. 1 contains three
steps. First, the packet traverses three tuples. Second, we use
the packet to find the matching group in the hash table of each
tuple. Third, we traverse the rule chain to find the matching
rule in the group.
Furthermore, the tuples, groups, and rules are sorted by their

Fig. 1. The first layer structure of MultilayerTuple.

Fig. 2. The multilayer structure of MultilayerTuple.

priorities. The priority of a rule is shown in Table. I, and the
priority of a tuple or a group depends on the inside rule with
the highest priority. If the priority of the current matching rule
is higher than or equal to the current group or rule, we can
skip the rest and continue the lookup process in the next tuple.
And if it is higher than or equal to the current tuple, we can
stop the lookup process and return the current matching rule.
B. The Next Layer
The reduced prefixes lead to fewer tuples on the one hand
but form long rule chains on the other hand. For example, in
Fig. 1, R3, R4, R5, and R6 have the same reduced prefix and
are stored as a rule chain in Group3. If a packet lookups in
Group3, it requires traversing the long rule chain to find the
matching rule. However, the long rule chain will slow down
the lookup speed.
To further improve the lookup speed, we create the next
layer to replace the long rule chain. As shown in Fig. 2,
Group3 contains a next layer structure. In the first layer,
Group3 stores the rules with prefix lengths in range 4-7. In
the next layer, we split the prefix lengths into two ranges 67 and 4-5. Therefore, Tuple4 and Tuple5 contain the rules
with prefix lengths 6-7 and 4-5 respectively. With a two-layers
structure, all rules in Table. I can be stored in different groups.
If the rules chain is still too long in the second layer, we will
continue to create the third layer structure. The tuple in the
third layer only contains one prefix length by splitting the
prefix lengths 6-7 or 4-5 into two ranges.
Because of the next layer, the lookup process for the third
step is changed. If a group contains a rule chain, we traverse
the rule chain to find the matching rule. Otherwise, it contains

TABLE II
T HE NUMBER OF TUPLE ACCESS
Rule
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
maximal
average

TSS
1
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
6
3.125

MultilayerTuple
1
1
3
3
3
4
2
3
4
2.5

a next layer structure, we continue to lookup in the next layer
recursively. Furthermore, the priority of the current matching
rule can also be used to skip tuples, groups, and rules in the
next layer.
The numbers of tuple access for packets that matching R1R8 are shown in Table. II, and the rules can be divided into
three types. First, by reducing the number of tuples to three
in the first layer, the tuple access number of matching R7 is
reduced from 5 to 2, and that of matching R8 is reduced from
6 to 3. It not only reduces the average access number but also
reduces the maximal access number. Second, no matter we
use TSS or MultilayerTuple, the rules with accurate prefixes
like R1 and R2 are stored in the first tuple, thus the tuple
access numbers for matching R1 and R2 are both 1. Third,
the tuple access numbers of R4, R5, and R6 are not changed,
and that of R3 even higher than TSS because of the cost that
we use multiple layers. The packets that matching these rules
require traversing Tuple1 and Tuple2 in the first layer to find
Group3, then find the matching rule in Tuple4 or Tuple5 in
the second layer. However, the cost is worth it when TSS has
a large number of tuples. As a result, MultilayerTuple has
less average and maximal access numbers of tuples than TSS
simultaneously.
For IP address with 32 bits and multiple fields, the number
of tuples for TSS will explode. Even for TupleMerge, there
are still too many tuples. In contrast, MultilayerTuple traverses
less number of tuples to find the matching rule in each layer.
Even if the packet is required to lookup in a few layers, the
average and maximal access numbers of tuples are less than
TSS and TupleMerge. Furthermore, in the following layers, the
search space is much smaller and smaller recursively, which is
beneficial for MultilayerTuple to find the matching rule more
quickly.
C. Generality and Scalability
MultilayerTuple is designed for Software Defined Network
(SDN) systems like Open vSwitch (OVS). Although many
packet classification algorithms with higher lookup speeds
were proposed, OVS still implements the slowest algorithm
TSS. The most benefits of TSS are its generality for different
field lengths and scalability for multiple fields. OpenFlow
supports a lot of fields and the lengths of these fields are
different. For example, the length of IPv6 is 128 bits and the

length of protocol is only 8 bits. Furthermore, a rule may
contain a few fields and the rest fields are ignored. TupleMerge
only improves lookup speed for source and destination IP
addresses by the authors’ experience. PartitionSort requires
determining the order of fields at first and then implementing
the complex tree structure. In contrast, TSS only considers
the prefix lengths of existing fields in rules, thus works
for multiple fields with different lengths. Even though the
previous methods have higher lookup speeds than TSS, they
are unlikely to apply in OVS. Maintaining the generality for
different field lengths and the scalability for multiple fields,
MutilayerTuple achieves higher lookup speed and can apply
in OVS to replace TSS.
Generality: MultilayerTuple can handle the fields with
different lengths. For a field contains w bits, we split the
rules with different prefix lengths into three ranges [w, w],
[w/2, w − 1], [0, w/2 − 1] in the first layer. The first kind of
rules with prefix lengths w is matching for accurate packets,
and these rules usually occupy a large part of the rule set.
Therefore, we keep the tuple with prefix length w without
changes. The second kind of rules has prefix lengths in range
[w/2, w−1]. With the first w/2 bits, we can quickly reduce the
search space within one tuple, then through the rule chain or
the next layer to find the matching rule. The third kind of rules
has shorter prefix lengths in range [0, w/2 − 1], which means
this field is unimportant for these rules to classify packets,
thus we ignore this field in the first layer and consider it in
the next layer if necessary. The rules with the same reduced
prefix will be stored in a rule chain. If the rule chain is too
long, we create the next layer to replace it. For a rule chain
that contains rules with prefix length in range [l, r], we split it
into two ranges [l, (r − l)/2] and [(r − l)/2 + 1, r] in the next
layer. The range can be split recursively until it just contains
one prefix length. When the length of a rule chain is longer
than k, we create the next layer. And if it is reduced to k/2, we
restore this next layer to a rule chain. The suitable choice for
k varies for different rule sets, we recommend k = 20 for the
five fields classification problem with source and destination
IP addresses, source and destination ports, and the protocol.
Scalability: MultilayerTuple can handle the rules with multiple fields. If rules contain multiple fields, TSS creates tuples
according to the combinations of prefix lengths. Similarly,
MultilayerTuple creates tuples according to the combinations
of reduced prefix lengths. Therefore, MultilayerTuple has the
same scalability as TSS for handling multiple fields. Assuming
the rule set contains d fields and the length of each field is w,
TSS has up to wd tuples with different combinations of prefix
lengths. Because the lookup process requires traversing tuples
to find the matching rule, TSS has the slowest lookup complexity O(wd ). For MultilayerTuple, each field has up to three
prefix lengths in the first layer and two in the next layers. Thus
the numbers of tuples are at most 3d in the first layer and 2d in
the next layers. For the fields with w bits, MultilayerTuple has
at most log(w) layers. Furthermore, because the reduced prefix
has the false positive, a packet may lookup in p next layers.
However, our experimental results show that the expectation

of p is quite small. Therefore, the lookup complexity for
MultilayerTuple is reduced to O(3d +(p+log(w))∗2d ), which
is much smaller than TSS.
D. The Lookup Process
The pseudocode for the lookup process in MultilayerTuple
is shown in Algorithm 1. Lines 1-27 traverse tuples in this
layer to find the matching rule with the highest priority. Lines
3-5 prevent from searching tuples with lower priority than the
current matching rule. Line 6 calculates the reduced prefix
of packet by the mask of tuple. Line 7 finds the matching
group in the hash table of tuple. If there is no matching group
or the priority of matching group is lower than the current
matching rule, we continue the lookup process in the next tuple
in lines 8-10. If the group contains a rule chain, the packet
traverses the rule chain to find the matching rule in lines 1123. Otherwise, if the group contains the next layer, the packet
requires searching in the next layer recursively in lines 24-26.
Finally, we return the matching rule with the highest priority
in line 28.
Algorithm 1: MultilayerTuple Lookup
Input: the layer stucture layer, the current matching
rule r, the packet packet;
Output: the matching rule r;
1 for i = 0; i < layer.tuples num; i + + do
2
tuple = layer.tuples[i];
3
if r.pri ≥ tuple.pri then
4
break;
5
end
6
reduced pref ix = packet&tuple.mask;
7
group = tuple.hashtable.F ind(reduced pref ix);
8
if group == N U LL or r.pri ≥ group.pri then
9
continue;
10
end
11
if group.rule chain! = N U LL then
12
rule = group.rule chain;
13
while T rue do
14
if M atch(rule, packet) == T rue then
15
r = rule;
16
break;
17
end
18
rule = rule.next;
19
if rule == N U LL or r.pri ≥ rule.pri
then
20
break;
21
end
22
end
23
end
24
else if group.next layer! = N U LL then
25
r = Lookup(group.next layer, r, packet);
26
end
27 end
28 return r;

Fig. 3. The lookup stucture of Open vSwitch (OVS).

IV. I MPLEMENTATION IN O PEN V S WITCH
MultilayerTuple is designed for Software Defined Network
(SDN) systems like Open vSwitch (OVS). To prove its generality, scalability, and high performance, we have implemented
MultilayerTuple in the OpenFlow table and MegaFlow cache
of OVS. Besides the improvement of performance, experimental results show that MultilayerTuple can defend against
TSE attack effectively, which is more important for systems.
We will first illustrate the lookup structure of OVS and how
TSE attack happens. Then, we implement MultilayerTuple in
MegaFlow cache to defend against TSE attack.
A. TSE Attack in OVS
As shown in Fig. 3, OVS has three steps to classify packets.
A packet will lookup in the MicroFlow cache, MegaFlow
cache, and OpenFlow table in order until it matches a rule.
(1) OpenFlow table stores the original rules that users upload.
Because OVS only process the rules with prefixes, the rule
with ranges will be split into multiple rules with prefixes. (2)
Considering that TSS has too many tuples and low lookup
speed in OpenFlow table, OVS designs the MegaFlow cache.
MegaFlow cache also implements TSS to perform packet
classification. The difference between MegaFlow cache and
OpenFlow table is that rules are non-intersect in MegaFlow
cache. It means a packet can match at most one rule in
MegaFlow cache, then stop the lookup process and return
this rule immediately. If a packet can not match a rule in
MegaFlow cache, it will lookup in OpenFlow table, then
the matching rule will be transformed into a non-intersect
rule to insert into MegaFlow cache. If a rule can not be
matched in T T L seconds, it will be deleted. With fewer nonintersect rules, MegaFlow cache improves the lookup speed.
(3) Because a flow contains multiple packets with the same
header, OVS designs MicroFlow cache with a hash table to
find the matching rule for these packets. If a packet can not
match a rule in MicroFlow cache, it will lookup in MegaFlow
cache, then insert the accurate rule into MicroFlow cache.
TSE attacks OVS by generating a large number of tuples
in MegaFlow cache. Assuming the length of IP address is
6 bits. The attacker first uploads two rules R1 and R2 in
Table. III, then transmits the packets with specific IP addresses
to generate rules with different prefix lengths in Table. IV.
For example, the IP address of p9 is 00000000, and p9
matches R1. But OVS can not insert R1 into MegaFlow

TABLE III
RULES IN O PEN F LOW TABLE
Rule
R1
R2

Prefix
*
11111111

Action
deny
allow

TABLE IV
ATTACK PACKETS AND RULES IN M EGA F LOW CACHE
Packet
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

IP of packet
11111111
11111110
11111100
11111000
11110000
11100000
11000000
10000000
00000000

Rule
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8
r9

IP of rule
11111111
11111110
1111110*
111110*
11110*
1110*
110*
10*
0*

Action
allow
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny

cache because R1 and R2 are intersected. Therefore, OVS
generates a non-intersect rule r9 with prefix 0*, which has
the shortest prefix length. By transmitting p1-p9, the attacker
generates 9 rules with 8 different prefix lengths in MegaFlow
cache. In OVS, MegaFlow cache can contain rules with 32-bits
source/destination IP addresses and 16-bits source/destination
ports. The number of tuples with different combinations of
prefix lengths can up to 32∗32∗16∗16 ≈ 262K. With too many
tuples, the lookup speed of OVS is greatly reduced. It also
affects the performance of other users within the same Open
vSwitch. Furthermore, TSE can attack OVS with few rules
and packets, which is difficult to detect and defend against. If
we remove MegaFlow cache from OVS, the performance will
be also affected because the lookup speed of OpenFlow is
too slow. Therefore, OVS has no effective methods to defend
against TSE attack until now.
B. MultilayerTuple Defends Against TSE Attack
As shown in Fig. 4, we build the data structure of MultilayerTuple to store rules r1-r9. The tuples are sorted by their
prefix lengths from long to short, which is different from
MultilayerTuple in OpenFlow table. If a packet lookups in
MutilayerTuple, the matching rule can only be stored in the
first matching group in each layer. Therefore, with each layer
accessed at most once, MultilayerTuple only accesses few
tuples to defend against TSE attack.
For example, if p4 with IP address 11111000 lookups and
r4 exits in Fig. 4, p4 may lookup in three types of tuples.
First, the prefix length of matching rule l is shorter than the
range of a tuple [L, R], e.g., the prefix length of r4 is 6, which
is shorter than the range of Tuple1 [8, 8]. For each field, we
constructs a trie with all prefixes of rules in OpenFlow table,
then generates the shortest prefix that non-intersect with other
rules. Therefore, the first l bits of p4 are different from all
rules, and p4 matches no groups in Tuple1. Second, the prefix
length of matching rule l is in the range of a tuple [L, R].
In this situation, the packet finds the tuple that may contain
the matching rule. Third, the prefix length of matching rule l

Fig. 4. The data structure of MultilayerTuple in TSE attack.

is longer than the range of a tuple [L, R]. In Fig. 4, p4 can
match Group5 in Tuple3. However, the tuples are sorted by
their prefix lengths, p4 will find r4 in Tuple2 at first, then skip
the lookup process in Tuple3. Therefore, if the matching rule
exists in MultilayerTuple, it is stored in the first matching
group in each layer. In other words, no matter whether the
matching rule exists, only the first matching group may
contain it in each layer. For the lookup process, we can only
check in the first matching group in each layer and skip the
rest, thus each layer can be accessed at most once.
For multiple fields, e.g., 32-bits source/destination IP addresses and 16-bits source/destination ports, tuples are sorted
by the sum of prefix lengths. The first layer contains up to
34 = 81 tuples and each next layer contains up to 24 = 16
tuples. Because MultilayerTuple constructs 4 layers at most,
the tuple access number in the lookup process is within
81 + (4 − 1) ∗ 16 = 129, which is much smaller than 262K
tuples in TSS and can effectively defend against TSE attack.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We compare MultilayerTuple with the methods that support
incremental updates. These methods contain Tuple Space
Search (TSS), TupleMerge, and PartitionSort. TSS is general
and scalable for multiple fields with different prefix lengths,
and it is implemented in Open vSwitch until now. Furthermore,
TSS has the current highest update speed. TupleMerge and
PartitionSort have higher lookup speeds, but lower update
speeds. TupleMerge only reduces source and destination IP
addresses by the authors’ experience without any proof. PartitionSort requires determining the order of fields at first and
then implementing the complex tree structure. Therefore, both
TupleMerge and PartitionSort are hard to replace TSS in OVS.
Experiments are carried on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU@3.20GHz, 64KB L1, 256KB L2, 12MB
L3 cache respectively, and 8GB of DRAM. The operating
system is Ubuntu 16.04.
A. Rule Set and Packet Set
ClassBech is a packet classification benchmark to imitate
different rule sets and packet sets in real environments. It
contains twelve types of rules: five access control lists (ACL),
five firewalls (FW) and two IP chains (IPC). For packet

(a) The number of rules.

(b) The average access number of tuples.

(c) The average access number of rules.

Fig. 5. The factors of methods.

sets, ClassBench selects a rule randomly at each time, then
generates multiple packets to match it. Furthermore, Some
parameters can control the distribution of rules and the number
of packets to match a rule. We use the sample parameters in
ClassBench to generate twelve types of rules and packets. For
each type, we generate it with three different sizes 10K, 50K,
and 100K.
The source and destination of IP addresses and the protocol
are in form of prefix, but the source and destination ports are
ranges. Considering that OVS only processes the rules with
prefixes, the rule with ranges will be split into multiple rules
with prefixes.
B. Methods to Compare
The following methods are implemented.
Tuple Space Search: We implement TSS that forms tuples
according to the prefix lengths of five fields. For experiments
in OVS, we use the original TSS in OpenFlow table and
MegaFlow cache.
TupleMerge: TupleMerge is published on GitHub1 . TupleMerge only reduces the prefix lengths of source and destination IP addresses by the authors’ experience.
PartitionSort: We use the PartitionSort from GitHub2 .
PartitionSort splits rules into multiple parts and implements
the binary search tree to store the sortable rules in each part.
MultiplayerTuple: We implement MultiplayerTuple as described in Section III and publish it on Github3 . MultilayerTuple splits the prefix length of each field into three ranges in the
first layer. If the rule chain is longer than 20, MultilayerTuple
creates the next layer recursively and further splits the prefix
length of each field into two ranges. We also implement
MultialyerTuple in the OpenFlow table of OVS. For MegaFlow
cache of OVS, MultilayerTuple sorts the tuples according to
the sum of prefix lengths as described in Section IV.
C. Evaluation Metrics:
We mainly use three metrics to measure the performance of
each algorithm: the lookup speed, the update speed, and the
memory cost. For each rule set, the packet set contains 100K
packets to perform the lookup operation and get the average
1 https://github.com/drjdaly/tuplemerge
2 https://github.com/sorrachai/PartitonSort
3 https://github.com/zcy-ict/MultilayerTuple

lookup throughput in 100 rounds for this packet set. The
update operation includes the insertion and deletion, and we
use 25% rules in each rule set to perform the insert and delete
operations. The memory cost is the memory space required by
each algorithm to build its data structure.
D. The Performance of Methods
We compare the performance of MultilayerTuple with the
methods that support incremental updates, including TSS, TupleMerge, and PartitionSort. First, the rule with ranges is split
into multiple rules with prefixes, and we observe the expansion
ratios of 10K rules for different types. Then we calculate the
access numbers of tuples and rules for each method. Finally,
we compare the lookup speeds, update speeds, and memory
costs among these methods.
The number of rules: Considering that OVS only processes
the rules with prefixes, we first split the rule with ranges
into multiple rules with prefixes. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the
expansion ratios of twelve 10K rule sets are different. Each
rule in IPC2 can be expressed by prefixes, thus the number
of rules in IPC2 does not change. However, a lot of rules in
FW4 have ranges in source port or destination port. The 10K
rule set of FW4 can expand to 61K. On average, the 10K rule
set will expand to 22K.
The average access number of tuples: The average access
numbers of tuples for different methods and rule sets are
shown in Fig. 5(b). The lookup process of TSS requires
traversing a large number of tuples, thus the tuple access
number for TSS is much larger than other methods. TupleMerge only creates tuples according to the prefix lengths of
source and destination IP addresses, and accurate source and
destination ports, it ignores to deal with ranges. PartitionSort
uses the complex tree structure to store sortable rules with
specific fields. Even though TupleMerge and PartitionSort have
fewer tuple access numbers, both two methods are unlikely to
be implemented in OVS. With generality and scalability for
multiple fields with different lengths, the tuple access number
for MultilayerTuple is only 9% that of TSS, which greatly
improves the lookup speed.
The average access number of rules: As shown in
Fig. 5(c), the average access number of rules for MultilayerTuple is 1.6x, 0.5x, and 0.04x that of TSS, TupleMerge, and
PartititonSort. TSS creates tuples according to the combinations of all prefix lengths. At the cost of more tuple accesses,

(a) The lookup throughput in 10K rule sets.

(b) The lookup throughput in different sizes of
rule sets.

(c) The update throughput.

Fig. 6. The performance of methods.

the rule access number for TSS is smaller than other methods.
On the contrary, to reduce the tuple accesses, TupleMerge
and PartitionSort have more rule accesses. TupleMerge has
too many rules with the same reduced prefix, the long rule
chains increase its average rule access number. PartitionSort
performs the binary search in each tree structure with more
rule accesses. Compared to TupleMerge and PartitionSort,
MultilayerTuple has fewer rule accesses. If a rule chain in
MultilayerTuple is too long, MultilayerTuple will create the
next layer to replace it.
The lookup throughput: We compare the lookup throughput among TSS, TupleMerge, PartitionSort, and MultilayerTuple. The sizes of rule sets are 10K in Fig. 6(a), and sizes vary
in 10K, 50K, and 100K in Fig. 6(b). TSS has a large number
of tuple accesses, thus the lookup speed of TSS is the slowest.
TupleMerge and PartitionSort have fewer tuple accesses at the
cost of more rule accesses. Both two methods can perform
higher lookup speeds than TSS, especially for FW2 and IPC2.
However, the lookup speed of MultilayerTuple is higher than
TupleMerge and PartionSort in most rule sets. Compared to
TSS, TupleMerge, and PartitionSort, MultilayerTuple achieves
21.8x, 2.1x, and 2.2x lookup speed. Furthermore, the lookup
speed of MultilayerTuple is more stable in different rule types
and sizes.
The update throughput: The update throughput is shown
in Fig. 6(c). For the update process of a rule, TSS can quickly
find the corresponding tuple according to the combination
of prefix lengths, then updates in the hash table. However,
TSS maintains a large number of tuples with their priorities
ordered from high to low, which slows down its update speed.
TupleMerge and PartitionSort traverse tuples to find the first
tuple in which the rule can be inserted, thus their update
speeds are much slower than TSS. MultilayerTuple can not
only quickly find the corresponding tuple like TSS but also has
fewer tuples to maintain their order in each layer. Therefore,
the update speed of MultilayerTuple is 2.3x, 12.3x, and 8.5x
that of TSS, TupleMerge, and PartitionSort.
The memory cost: The memory cost is shown in Fig. 7.
PartitionSort implements the complex tree structure to store
sortable rules, thus its memory cost is much higher than other
methods. MultilayerTuple can achieve the small linear memory
cost as TSS and TupleMerge.

Fig. 7. The memory cost of methods.

E. The Performance in OVS
OpenFlow table: As shown in Fig. 8(a), we have implemented MultilayerTuple in the OpenFlow table of OVS.
Because the system code is more complex, the performance of
TSS is much slower than Fig. 6(a). Compared to PartitionSort
and TupleMerge, only MultilayerTuple has the generality and
scalability to replace TSS in OpenFlow table. By implementing MultilayerTuple, the lookup speed in OpenFlow table is
16.0x higher than before.
MegaFlow cache: As shown in Fig. 8(b), we have implemented MultilayerTuple in the MegaFlow cache of OVS as
described in Section IV. Because the rules in MegaFlow cache
are non-intersect, we generate them according to the packet
sets. The TSS in MegaFlow cache still has too many tuples
that influence its lookup speed. MultilayerTuple constructs
multilayer data structure to reduce the number of tuples, and
the packet only requires searching in the first matching group
in each layer. Therefore, the lookup speed of MultilayerTuple
in MegaFlow cache is 10.2x that of TSS.
MegaFlow cache in TSE attack: As described in Section
IV, the MegaFlow cache in OVS can be easily attacked by a
few rules and packets, and generates a large number of tuples
with different combinations of prefix lengths. Fig. 8(c) shows
the lookup speed of MegaFlow cache with different numbers
of rules. When TSE attack generates 1-50K rules, the lookup
speed of TSS is only 0.096-0.002 Mlps, which influences the
performance of OVS seriously. However, by implementing
MultilayerTuple, MegaFlow cache still has 0.76-0.32 Mlps
lookup speed, which is 8-190x higher than TSS. Therefore,
MultilayerTuple can defend against TSE attack effectively.

(a) The lookup throughput of OpenFlow table.

(b) The lookup throughput of MegaFlow cache.

(c) The lookup throughput of MegaFlow cache in
TSE attack.

Fig. 8. The performance of OpenFlow table and MegaFlow cache in OVS.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We mainly propose a general, scalable, and highperformance algorithm MultilayerTuple for packet classification problem. MultilayerTuple can handle rules with multiple
fields and different prefix lengths. To reduce the number of
tuples, MultilayerTuple splits the prefix lengths into three
ranges for each field. If there is a long rule chain with the
same reduced prefix, MultilayerTuple creates the next layer
to replace it recursively and further splits the prefix lengths
into two ranges. The experimental results demonstrate that
compared to TSS, TupleMerge, and PartitionSort, MultilayerTuple achieves 21.8x, 2.1x, 2.2x classification speed and 2.3x,
12.3x, 8.5x update speed. Furthermore, we have implemented
MultilayerTuple in the OpenFlow table and MegaFlow cache
of OVS, and MultilayerTuple achieves 16.0x and 10.2x lookup
speed respectively. Especially when TSE attack happens, MultilayerTuple can effectively defend against it.
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